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Scope of deliverable (PhD)
A research project on consumer incitements to be flexible in consumption patterns and the
consequence of this on future RE-based supply systems. The research is conducted with an offset in
statistical data analysis and building energy modelling by making use of high-resolution smart meter
data obtained from district heating consumer substations.

Context of deliverable
The research project is part of work package 3: Proposing and developing integrated smart city
heating/cooling system solutions.

Perspective of deliverable (PhD)
A better understanding of the mutual dependency between costs for operation and maintenance of
the DH distribution network and the demand-side can point to business solutions that can ensure a
more socio-economically optimal interaction between building renovation and a RE-based energy
system. And new business models must be developed if such interaction is to be encouraged.
A greater interaction between the supply and demand might be of value for both AVA (the DH
company) and the consumers. Can building renovation activity be aligned with DH system needs?
Could all benefit from AVA offering to own and operate customer DH units and thereby moving the
supply boundary across the household threshold? The network pipes usually have an expected
lifetime of around 30 years. The cost of installation, maintenance, and expansion of the network are
substantial. The economically best solution could in some cases be to avoid expansion by adapting
consumption, so it best matches the network capacity. This might require that the end-users or at
least their installations are activated in the system. Such solutions will require new business models
to encourage more two-way interaction.

Involved partners
An industrial Ph.D. student was attached to AVA (Aarhus district heating company), represented by
Adam Brun, and received tutoring from Aarhus University, represented by Steffen Petersen.
A Postdoc was employed by AVA (Aarhus district heating company), represented by Lasse Sørensen,
and supported by Aarhus University, represented by Steffen Petersen.

Authors
Martin Heine Kristensen, Postdoc at Aarhus district heating company.
Kirsten Dyhr-Mikkelsen, Aarhus local coordinator.

Summary
The original work plan comprising three years of Ph.D. work (01 September 2015 – 31 August 2018)
was extended due to paternity leave (24 October 2016 – 19 November 2016) to 01 September 2015
– 30 September 2018. However, the thesis work was terminated 01 September 2017 before
completion. Only 2 publications were completed before interruption.
The remaining work was transferred to a one-year industrial postdoc project within the period 01
November 2018 – 01 November 2019. The postdoc project focussed on applying a data-driven
approach to resolve the aims of this deliverable in terms of the hourly smart meter data obtained
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from all customers in the district heating network of Aarhus. In particular, the project investigated
the application of using customer data to setup, calibrate and validate physics-based archetype
heating energy models of the different building typologies in the city, to be used for reproducing the
district heating load in the system and subsequently forecast future loads. These archetype models
could then be used to analyse the effect of different demand-side interventions on the system load,
for instance the effect of typology-specific retrofits and energy flexible demand response schemes.
Four formal publications were published based on the postdoc work: three in international journal
magazines and conference proceedings, and one less formal article in a Danish magazine aimed at
district heating professionals.
Furthermore, the postdoc project became involved in two field experimental sub-projects aimed at
investigating the potentials and mechanisms of consumer flexible heating energy use (demand
response); 1) a project in which 10 apartments were equipped with radio-controlled thermostats,
and 2) a project in which two single-family houses were equipped with a radio-controlled heating
systems. In both demand-response experiments, the goal was to evaluate the user experiences and
their perception of the thermal environment when exposed to a scenario where their heating is shut
off during the critical peak-hours, i.e. during morning-hours when the district heating capacity is
stressed. However, none of these experiments were finalized before the deadline of this deliverable.
The work done in the postdoc is currently being used actively in the Energy Leap network initiated by
the Aarhus Climate Secretariat. Here professional building owners commit to improving energy
efficiency and use benchmarking as one of the tools in visualising potentials and the impact of
efforts made. For more detail, please see D5.3.2.
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1. Overview of publications
Please find below an overview of the formal publications produced by the Ph.D. student and
the PostDoc. Some of the PostDoc publications will be published after submission of this
report but they have none-the-less been listed here for the sake of completion.

Publications by Ph.D. student
1. Direct and indirect district heating network energy savings from building retrofit
Date
Sep 2016
Authors
R. Pedersen, M.H. Kristensen, S. Petersen, A. Brun, and G. Andresen
Place
2nd International Conference on Smart Energy Systems and 4th Generation District
heating
Type of publication
Conference abstract in proceedings, 2 pages
Link
http://www.4dh.eu/
2. User incentives for low-energy renovations in district heating systems of different scales
Date
Sep 2017
Authors
R. Pedersen, G. Andresen, and A. Brun
Place
3rd International Conference on Smart Energy Systems and 4th Generation District
Heating
Type of publication
Conference abstract in proceedings, 2 pages
Link
http://www.4dh.eu/images/2__20170912_4GDH_-_GBA.pdf
Comment
Presented by co-author G. Andresen

Publication no. 1
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Publication no. 2

Publications by Postdoc
3. Timeopløst forbrugsdata skaber viden om fremtidens fjernvarme [in Danish]
Date
Aug 2019
Authors
M. H. Kristensen
Place
Fjernvarmen -- Dansk Fjernvarmes Magasin
Type of publication
Journal article
Link
https://www.danskfjernvarme.dk/nyheder/magasinet/online-magasiner/2019-23august
Comment
Magazine for Danish district heating professionals. Article title in English: “Hourly
consumption data creates knowledge about district heating for the future”.
4. Citywide hourly dynamic heat load forecasts using building archetype modeling
Date
Sep 2019
Authors
M. H. Kristensen, R. E. Hedegaard, S. Petersen
Place
5th International Conference on Smart Energy Systems
Type of publication
Conference abstract in proceedings, 1 page
Link
https://smartenergysystems.eu/
5. Long-term forecasting of hourly district heating loads in urban areas using hierarchical archetype
modeling
Date
Apr 2020
Authors
M. H. Kristensen, R. E. Hedegaard, S. Petersen
Place
Energy, The International Journal (Elsevier)
Type of publication
Journal article
Link
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/energy
6. District heating energy efficiency of Danish building typologies
Date
May 2020
Authors
M. H. Kristensen, S. Petersen
Place
Energy & Buildings
Type of publication
Journal article
Link
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/energy-and-buildings
Comment
Manuscript is expected to be submitted for publication in June 2020.
7. Experimental validation of a model-based method for separating the space heating and domestic hot
water components from smart-meter consumption data
Date
May 2020
Authors
R. E. Hedegaard, M. H. Kristensen, S. Petersen
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Place
Type of publication
Link

NSB 2020: 12th Symposium on Building Physics
Conference paper in proceedings

https://nsb2020.org/

Comment

Conference is to be held in Tallinn, September 2020.
8. Heat load demand response experiment in social housing apartments using wireless radiator setpoint
control
Date
May 2019
Authors
M. H. Kristensen, H. N. Knudsen, T. H. Christensen, L. S. Rasmussen
Place
SES 2020: 6th International conference on Smart Energy Systems
Type of publication
Conference abstract in proceedings
Link

https://smartenergysystems.eu/

Comment

Abstract submitted. Conference is to be held in Aalborg, October 2020.
9. Evaluating the temperature performance of Danish building typologies in district heating networks
Date
May 2019
Authors
M. H. Kristensen, L. Sørensen, S. Petersen
Place
SES 2020: 6th International conference on Smart Energy Systems
Type of publication
Conference abstract in proceedings
Link

https://smartenergysystems.eu/

Comment

Abstract submitted. Conference is to be held in Aalborg, October 2020.
10. Long-term heat load forecasting under uncertainty of energy renovation and climate change
Date
May 2019
Authors
M. H. Kristensen, R. E. Hedegard, S. Petersen
Place
uSIM 2020: 2nd IBPSA-Scotland conference on urban and community energy modelling
Type of publication
Conference abstract in proceedings
Link

https://usim20.hw.ac.uk/

Comment

Abstract submitted. Conference is to be held in Scotland, November 2020.

Publication no. 3
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Publication no. 4
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Publication no. 5
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Publication no. 6
Manuscript is expected published in June 2020.
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Publication no. 7
Manuscript is expected published in September 2020.
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Publication no. 8
Abstract has been submitted to conference organisers. Publication is expected in October 2020.
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Publication no. 9
Abstract has been submitted to conference organisers. Publication is expected in October 2020.
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Publication no. 10
Abstract has been submitted to conference organisers. Publication is expected in November 2020.
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